Supercoiled DNA-directed knotting by T4 topoisomerase.
The mechanism by which the type 2 topoisomerase from bacteriophage T4 mediates knotting of negatively supercoiled DNA was deduced from an analysis of product topology. The knotted products were nicked and then subjected to electrophoresis in order to separate species on the basis of the minimum number of crossings in the knotted form. Knots with defined numbers of crossings were purified and the configuration of these crossings determined in the electron microscope by the RecA coating method. The product knots were exclusively of the twist form, in which an interwound region is entrapped by a single interlock of two looped ends. The interwound region was of negative sign in greater than 98% of the molecules examined, whereas the single interlock was equally likely to be positive or negative. These results are interpreted in terms of a model for knot formation in which random strand passage mediated by the topoisomerase links bent or branched portions of a superhelix that has a specific interwound geometry. Superhelix interwinding and DNA contacts stabilized by excess enzyme molecules explain the very high frequency of knotting.